Abstract. We provide bounds on the non-real spectra of indefinite SturmLiouville differential operators of the form (Af )(x) = sgn(x)(−f ′′ (x)+q(x)f (x)) on the interval [a, ∞), −∞ < a < 0, with real potential q ∈ L 1 (a, ∞). The bounds depend only on the L 1 -norm of the negative part of q and the boundary condition at the regular endpoint a.
Introduction and main result
We consider the Sturm-Liouville differential operator
with
in L 2 (a, ∞) for α ∈ [0, π), where q ∈ L 1 (a, ∞) is a real function and −∞ < a < 0. Here, AC[a, ∞) denotes the space of functions which are absolutely continuous on every compact subset of [a, ∞). As the weight sgn changes the sign the operator A α is neither symmetric nor self-adjoint in L 2 (a, ∞) with respect to the usual scalar product (·, ·). Hence, A α may have non-real spectrum. But, equipped with the inner product [·, ·],
where A α is self-adjoint with respect to [·, ·]; for the basic notions in Krein spaces we refer to [1] and [7] . Indeed, while the finite endpoint a is regular the integrability of q implies the limit point case at the singular endpoint ∞, cf. [13, Lemma 9.37]. Hence, the definite Sturm-Liouville operator JA α on D(JA α ) = D(A α ) is self-adjoint in the Hilbert space L 2 (a, ∞) and due to (·, ·) = [J·, ·] the self-adjointness of A α with respect to [·, ·] follows. By [2, Corollary 3.9] the operator A α has nonempty resolvent set and its essential spectrum coincides with the essential spectrum of JA α , where σ ess (JA α ) = [0, ∞), see Theorem 9.38 and the note below in [13] .
Recently, bounds for the non-real spectra of indefinite Sturm-Liouville operators were developed in [3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] for operators with two regular endpoints and in [4, 5, 6] for operators with two singular endpoints. The result in Theorem 1.1 addresses singular operators with one regular and one singular endpoint. The proof is based on techniques developed in [5, 6] . In the following let q = q + − q − , where q + (x) = max{q(x), 0} and q − (x) = max{−q(x), 0}. 
and |λ| ≤ 24
Proof. Consider an eigenvalue λ ∈ C \ R of A α and a corresponding eigenfunction f with f 2 = 1. Let
Hence, the functions V and U given by (5) are well-defined on [a, ∞) with values in R. Moreover, lim x→∞ U (x) = 0 and lim x→∞ V (x) = 0. Integration by parts together with the eigenvalue equation
Evaluating (6) at x = a and comparing the imaginary parts we obtain U (a) = 0 and V (a) = −c α |f (a)| 2 . Hence,
Furthermore, this implies
Here, the norm f ∞ can be estimated as follows. Since f ∈ L 2 (R) is continuous there exists a sequence (y n ) n∈N in (a, ∞) with y n → ∞ and f (y n ) → 0 as n → 0. Thus,
where we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and f 2 = 1 in the last estimate. This together with (7) leads to
Observe, that it is no restriction to consider q − 1 + |c α | > 0 since otherwise f is constantly zero. We define an absolutely continuous function g by
Here, the interval [a, −δ] is considered to be empty if −δ < a. We have g ∞ = 1 and Further, we obtain with (8) and (9)
and with (9)
By (6) we have
A comparison of the imaginary parts and the absolute values in (13) together with the estimates (10)- (12) shows (3) and (4).
